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Change is like a dragon and there are only three ways you can control 
this dragon of change: 
l You can ignore it and when you turn your back on it, it eats you. 
l You can try to control it but sooner or later it will wear you down and 

Ihen it eats you or, 
l pryou can ride it and adapt, anticipate, grow and prosper with 

phange. 

- Gene& Chaties Knrlak 

INTRdDUCTlON 
As General Krulak’s statement suggests, the Department of Defense is faced 

with a decision on how to control the dragon of change. Since the end of the 

Cold Wbr, the United States military has attempted to maintain Cold War 

paradig,ms for readiness and force structure. Congress has directed numerous 

Department of Defense studies of strategy, force structure, and readiness. From 

the Bottom-Up Review to the Quadrennial Defense, GAO Audits and Informal 

studies’have nibbled at the edges of force structure and readiness and have yet 

to address the hard issues. Even In response to the 1997 National Defense Panel 

Review the defense establrshment has either ignored or tried to control the 

dragon of change. 

This paper looks at how ignoring the dragon IS impacting readiness and what 

should be done to change today’s system to prepare for tomorrow. Current 
I 

defense polrcies are maintaining operational readiness at the expense of future 

readiness. The Cold War force structure and strategies are de-caprtalrzrng the I 
United States mihtaty and must be abandoned to re-caprtahze the force for the 

future. rn response to the current de-capitalizatron, policies, programs and 

systems must be changed to prepare the United States Military for the future. 

The;readrness equation is complex and broad in scope. Military readiness IS 

more than a measure of training or equipping forces. In actuality, it closely 

parallels the Department of Defense definition of military capabrhty? Readiness 

spans tfme and is quantifiable in current and future capabrlrtres. Today’s 

decisrons on military strategy, force structure, resources, modernrzatron and 
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readiness levels impact tomorrow’s readiness. Readiness also requires direction 

and planning to be effective. The current readiness assessment program forces 

a myopic, near-sighted view of readiness and does not lend itself to objective 

long-range planning for readiness capability. 

WHAT IS READINESS? 
The ‘Department of Defense defines readiness as “the ability of United States 

milita~~forces to fight and meet the demands of the national military strategy.“2 

Kenneth Betts describes military readiness as the relation between available time 

and needed capability. He concludes that a countty is militarily ready when the / 
time needed to convert potential capability into the actual capability IS not longer 

than the time between the decision to convert and the onset of war (Table 1). A 

country IS not ready when the desired level of readiness is not deliverable when 

Fig&e 1 

I READINESS VS- TIME 

RE 

needed.” In Table I, a readiness gap exists at Time A and not Time B. The 

readiness level before mobilization is irrelevant; the ability to generate the 

desired level of readiness over the time is the important factor. The operative 
I 2 



phase in the traditional definition of readiness is “meets the demand.” Possibly a 

better definrtron of Military Readiness IS the ability of military forces to meet the 

demands of the national military strategy over a given time. The trick then 

becomes building a coherent readiness plan to attain a military strategy and not 

allowrng readiness to become an end to itself. 

THE F+EADINESS PIE 
Betts further breaks readiness into sub-sets of mobrlization readiness, 

structural readiness and operational readiness4 Mobilization readiness pertains 

to the ability to close the operatronal readiness gap. Structural readiness is the 

mass (quantity) and quality of forces and equipment available. Operatronal 

readiness is the efficiency of a force and is a measure of training and 

effectiveness. Each of these, when factored over time results In a level of 

read&s capability. A lean, highly trained and ready milrtary would possess a 

high level of operational readiness. A large, less trained force armed with high 

quality lweapons possesses a high structural readiness. The current United 

States milrtary has high states of both operatronal and structural readiness. Over 

time, structural readiness declines if the quality of weaponry declines through 

obsolescence. Furthermore, reducing operational and structural readiness risks 

not haying enough mobilrzatron readiness to realize the desrred end state - the 

level of readiness needed to gain the military oblective. 

REAdlNESS FOR WHAT? 
Althpugh “maintaining readiness IS the Department of Defense’s highest 

priorityj” ’ in the absence of a clear and easily defined threat, answering the 

question of what the United States military is supposed to be ready for has / 
become difficult. Undoubtedly, the United States military should be ready to 

fight and win our wars. During the Cold War, strategists could answer this 

question which in turn resulted in both force structure and readiness decision. 

To counter the quantitative structural superiority of the Soviet military, the 

United States opted to maintain high qualitative structural and operatronal 
3 
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readiness. Critics of the current National Military Strategy note the striking 

srmilarit/es of today’s strategy to the Cold War era strategy despite the fall of the 

Soviet Empire and the emergence of the mono-polar global security 

environment! 

During the Cold War readiness proponents were able to readily identify a 

threat, build detailed plans to defeat the threat, and work through the 

bureaucratic process to resource the plans. The threat and the strategy drove 

the mill& to maintain a high state of operational readiness and a mindset 

developed which equated national survrval with a keen, sharpened operatronally 

ready force. This mrndset did not fall with the Berlin Wall. As Builder says, 

“the ‘strongest threads to the past are not In the apparatus or 
forces; they are In our thinking processes - forged, honed, and 
enshrined during 40 years of successful rntellectual wars to win 
National Security resources.“7 

The threads of the Cold War strategic thinking include readiness plannrng - a 

Cold War strategy demands Cold War readiness: to support the two nearly 

simultaneous Major Theater War strategy, the United States requires a high state 

of operational readiness.* This mindset is having a major impact upon resources 

available now and what state of readiness the United States will have In the 

future.g ’ 

READiNESS RESOURCES 
The continued heightened states of readiness demanded by the current 

strategy leaves the military on the horns of a dilemma. Pay now or pay later7 

Does the military use available resources to maintain a high state readiness now / 
or invest in the future7 Resources must be expended to maintain equipment, 

train forces and incrementally modernize a given force structure. The post Cold 

War erai de-caprtalizatron effects of downsizing have lowered avarlable stocks and 

negatively impacted the mrlitary-Industrial base.l’ Mobilizabon and future 

structural (quality) readiness IS being exchanged for current operation readiness. 

The Qu$drennial Defense Review (QDR) noted the National Security demands 
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the mill&try remain on the cutting edge of developments in military technology. 

The problem IS whether to invest In long-term readiness or near-term operational 

readiness. The problem is further complicated by the reality of flat or shrinking 

defense budgets and a popular consensus that a large military is no longer 

necessary. l1 

FORCE STRUCTURE 
In tde post-Cold War era force structure has reduced linearly despite the 

changrnb security environment. 
/ 1 Figure 2: Defense Downsizing, 19884997 

The Bo$om-Up Review force 

was endorsed by the Defense Spending 
Active Military Manpower 

Reduction 
30% 
34% 

Quadrennial Defense Review 1 Division-Eauivalents I 40% I , 
resulting in significant force Combat Aircraft 43% 

/ 
reductiqns. Since 1988, 

Naval Combatants 40% 
Source Rtiard Kugler and Tony Vanderbeek, Where IS NATO’s 

defense1 downsizing has seen Defense Posture Headed? Strategic Forum, Nabonal Defense 
Unhwwty institute for Nabonal Strategic Studies. No I? 3, 

significant reductions (Figure 
(Febnrary l*S), P 2 

/ 
2).12 Tve mix and type of L 

forces remains essentially the same as during the Cold War. The Armored 

Division’remains the backbone of Army, the Fighter Wing for the Air Force, and / 
Carrier FattIe Group for the Navy. There are Just fewer of each type of unit. 

When tt}e National Military Strategy moved from the Cold War deterrence and 

contaln$ent to the post-Cold War strategy of engagement and cooperation the 

force structure did change. Failure to link force structure to a readiness strategy 

has pIa+ the military in a position of high readiness for war and low readiness 

for engdgement and cooperation missions. Is the current Cold War paradigm 

force thk type of force the United States needs to accomplish its national security 

obJecti+ In the emerging security environment7 General Sheehan stated that 

one of the primaty Impediments to adapting our military to fun&on In this new 

era is the Cold War force structure? 
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REAdlNESS REPORTING 
The current process of assessing readiness is another remnant of the Cold 

I 
War. During the Cold War it was important for Commanders to know their 

/ 
operati/onal readiness, a snapshot tn time and space of their ability to perform 

assigned missions (Figure 3). The 

Department of Defense built a complex 

reporting system to measure readiness. 

The Status of Resources and Training 

System (SORTS) has become the 

methodology of defining military 

readiness. SORTS generalizes a unit’s 

readiness based upon specified areas of 

interest and include sustainment criteria. 

The capability of the system IS limited, 

subjective and wrought with reporting 

loopholes. The inability of the system to 

provide a simple and accurate picture of 

United [States military readiness has raised 

Figure 3 Current Readmess and Sustamabhty Assessment 

Unti Input Stockpie Reportmg 
Readutess Sustainment 

ScuceJFNfCGCm&Pe#BBS~JJM 
ForraM~for= 
,wu-luetmR-vnr~* Enl 

numerous questions regarding both the system and actual military readiness. 

Government Office Accounting (GAO) audits were directed due to Congressional 

concerns to investigate military readiness of units assigned to Bosnia in 1996 and 

the military readiness system in 1997. Both studies found the subjective nature 

of the reporting system led to confusing and of-en conflicting results. 

Furthermore, the 1997 study pointed at three major weaknesses in the system: 

1) Lack of emphasis on reporting long-term readiness 
2) Use of insufficlent indicators for a comprehensive assessment 
3) Inability to measure integrated readiness of joint forces14 

In response to previous GAO audits and congressional pressure, the 

Department of Defense has taken many steps toward “fixing” the readiness 

reporting system. The Joint Readiness Review process which provides the 
I 6 



commanders input into the readiness assessment still short term and subjective. 
I 

The Joiht Warfighting Capability Assessment (JWCA) attempts long-term 

assessment but fails to provide a broad look at future readrness.15 The current 

readiness assessment program is myopically focused on near term readiness, 

which hinders long-range forecasting? 

HOW MUCH READINESS IS ENOUGH? 
The level of readiness the United States decides to maintain its military 

force is; a major factor in the overall cost of defense. Numbers and types of 

troops maintained need training and exercises to maintain a given level of 

operational and mobilization readiness. Furthermore, if an accurate assessment 

of bothicurrent and future readiness were available, the planner’s problem would 

be further simplified. Ideally, the entire equation IS driven by a strategy to attain 

a particular military objective to counter a known threat to national security. 

Today, there is no significant military threat to United States security and a / 
major war IS unlikely to occur.17 Future military needs are uncertain. The 

question boils down to one of policy. 

The cyclical nature of the Department of Defense budget dramatically 

shows demobilization after World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and the Gulf War (Cold 

War)?*: The notion that the downward slope in United States defense 

expenditures IS not likely to reverse while maintaining current levels is an 

optimistic viewpoint. During a April 16, 1998 panel discussion at National War 

College’the panelists agreed that the decision to maintain a 2MTW force was a 

matter bf policy. One panelist used, for example, President Nixon’s decision to 

abandon the Two-War Strategy for the 1 l/2 War strategy in order to save 

money.: The panelists further agreed that at the current force structure and 

readiness levels the defense budget was under-funded. A visiting Congressman 

noted that politically, in his opinion, the end-strength has bottomed out and that 

additional force cuts would probably not be supported.lg 
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ALTEdNATlVES 
In light of fiscal realities, four options face defense planners that determine 

the amount of funds available to invest in future (structural and mobilization) 

readiness: 

OPTlO$ #l 
This option is the QDR approach and the current Department of Defense 

policy. paintain the two near simultaneous Major Theater War (MTW) strategy 

and a high state of operational and structural (quantity) readiness. De-capitalize 

the existing force structure through consumption and reduce structural (qualiv) 

and mobilization readiness. While characterized by less risk on the short-term, 

this option may actually be imposing more long-term risk by not modernizing the 

force or preparing for future missions. As COL Jablonsky noted, post-WWI 

Britain, when faced with dwindling resources, chose to spread its military around 

the empire siphoning funds from equipment, modernization, training, and 
’ 20 schooling. 

OPT/Ok #2 
Maintain the two near simultaneous Major Theater War strategy and lower 

operational and structural readiness to gain future readiness through 

modernization and investment IS structural (quality) and mobilization readiness. 

This approach returns the force to the “Hollow Force” footing of the 70’s to 

invest ~rl the future. The risk of this option is that sufficient mobilization 

readine$s or time will not be available to react in a crisis. An alternative to an 

“across the board” readiness reduction would be a policy of Tier Readiness as 

recommended by Senator John McCam in 199621 and, Under Secretary of 

Defense for Personnel and Readiness, Mr. Rudy DeLeon, in 1997.22 

OPTION #3 
Reduce strategic assumptions allowing a smaller force while maintaining a 

high state of operational and readiness. Reduce de-capitalization with less 

consumption while gaining structural (quality/quantity) and mobilization 
8 



readiness. The risk of this option is that if the force sizing assumption proves 

wrong, the structural readiness will not be available nor mobilization readiness 

sufficient in crisis. 

OPT/ON #4 
The fVational Defense Panel recommended this option. Reduce strategic 

assumptions allowing a smaller force while reducing operational readiness and 

increasing investment in structural (quality/quantity) and mobilization readiness. I 
This option risks that the force sizing assumptions might be wrong and that I 
operational and structural readiness will not allow military actions in crisis. Some 

risk could be lessened through tiered readiness as in Option #2. This option IS 

the nski/est of the four options presented. 
I 

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER? 

The FDP provided a refreshing look at transforming the United States military 

for the 21g Century while the QDR essentially rubber-stamped the Bottom-Up 

Review downsized force. Analyst agree that the current level of defense funding 
/ 

is not enough to support the two near simultaneous Major Theater Wars strategy 

while preparing the force for the future anticipated needs. The defense 

establishment must, as General Krulak said, ride the dragon of change. 

The two near simultaneous major theater wars strategy under current 

funding llevels is trading operational readiness, current structural and mobilltv 

readiness at the expense of modernization.23 By failing to modernize, future 

structural and mobilitv readiness are lessened. Unfortunately, the Department of 

Defense, by maintaining the old Cold War readiness system, cannot manage or 

objectively forecast future readiness. The effect of the today’s policy on future 

readineSs cannot be quantified; bureaucratic politics rather than actual need IS 

driving decisions. 
/ 

It is difficult to move away from a proven, conservative approach to 

military ,policy. The current strategic “pause” does, however, provide a golden 
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opportunity to break with the past and prepare for the future. I propose a 

middle road for future readiness.24 Option #3 outlined above provides less risk 
I 

than Option ;Y4 (the NDP approach) while provrdlng for the future. 

CHAl+GE REQUIREMENTS 

$y cutting the current structural readiness, additional funding will be 

available for investment. This drastic departure from the current readiness plan 

would require: 

I) Cut’structural readiness of both quality of equipment (cut current 
modernization efforts) and quantity (cut numbers of units) to something less 
than a two near simultaneous major theater wars and redirect investment in 
future readiness.25 

2) Provide a smaller force that can be maintained at a high state of operational 
readiness to reduce strategic risk. 

3) Re uctrons in the use of military operationally. There won’t be enough troops 
to iI o around.26 

4) SORTS should be retired for a more forward-looking system. The United 
States Air Force has proposed an Integrated long-range readiness assessment 
and planning tool.27 The envisioned systems would meet the needs of 
readiness planning by integrating programs into structure thus giving 
commanders a far reaching capability planning tool rather than a short-term 
analysis of selected items of interest. 

Tier Readiness as proposed by Senator M&in and others should not be 

implemented unless a readiness management program IS built. The system that 

AF 2025 envisioned is an excellent model to begin with and should be studied in 

detail. / Once a readiness management program IS in place, Tier Readiness could 

be implemented for additional savings. Tiered Readiness would prove to be very 

risky $ithout a robust readiness management program. 

REAqlNESS MODEL 
The National Military Strategy discusses the uncertainty of the current 

security environment and establishes the objective to respond to the full 

spectrum of conflict from “humanitarian assistance to fighting and winning major 

theater wars, and conducting concurrent smaller-scale contingencres.“28 Because 
I 10 
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no formhI joint planning system exists for readiness planning such as exists for 

contingency and exe&Ion planning, efforts to shape readiness to meet future 

needs have no direction. The NDP calls for experimentation and suggests the 

United States must accept some failures (and r&s) with a transformation 

strategy. To reduce risk and focus readiness efforts, a readiness model can be 

used to /evaluate modernizatron programs. A simple example of the type model 

which could be developed using the AF2025 template is shown in Figure 4 which 

was derrved from the Bet& concept of readiness discussed earlier in the paper. 

I Figure 4 

Notional Readiness Planning Model 

Time b 

In this model, S is the size unit needed for any given mission, R equals the 

measure of readiness (actual readiness, potential readiness or readiness effort) 

of a unit and T equals time. This model suggests that reducing the size of a unit 

needed to perform a particular mission would lessen both the time necessary to 

Increase a state of readiness and the steady-state level of readiness needed by 

the unit to perform a given mission. Furthermore, efforts to improve mobilization 

I 11 



readine$s by shortening the time necessary to increase readiness would also be 

favored, The model drives efforts in doctrine, equipment and force structure 

toward efficiency (operational readiness) and seeks to lessen quantitative 

structural readiness and increase qualitative structural readiness. 

While the logic of the model is Intuitive, its use will result in a lighter, more 

effective force. Personnel requirement will be less, logistics tails shortened 

response time reduced and lethality unmatched. Technological advances which 

show promise in reducing readiness would be pursued while less promising 

technologies abandoned. For example, using the model to evaluate a new fuzzy 

logic technology, the Navy finds it can reduce manpower on a ship. The 

development of this technology would receive priority over a new technology 

that would require more manpower. Lessening the size will result in reducing 

both cost and risk. 

Automated tools described in AF2025 would model the acquisition and 

development of project and weigh their value based upon objective readiness 

planning criteria. The United States faces the possibility that modernization 

efforts will become enamoured with technology and as the NDP stated, with 

some failures in direction due to uncertainty and technological advances. If the 

readiness model IS used, programs will be judged on value rather than emotion 

or subjectiveness2’ Doctrine, exercises and training, and force structure 

changes could all be modeled using readiness criteria with similar results. 

Readiness capability modeling might lead to a totally new force structure, new 

mission; for the National Guard and Reserve or research and development into a 

new teohnology that will improve efficiency.30 Modeling will allow technology, 

policy, And force structure to become strategic means instead of ends unto 

themselves. 

Budget constraints and finite resources demand revival of old and familiar 

cliches: /work smarter not harder. Using readiness capability planning provides a 

more descriptive “ends” for the National Defense Panels Transition Strategy.31 

I 12 



Directing the efforts of the Department of Defense toward readiness and a 

capability based force structure will result in a military tuned to the needs of the 

nation. 

CONCLUSION 

To embark upon this change, numerous policy decision and improvements to 

existing isystems must take place. The Department of Defense must abandon the 

Cold Wdr two nearly simultaneous maJor theater wars strategy and force 

structure. Funds saved by lowering current operational readiness should be 

redirected into investment in future readiness. Furthermore, the Department of 

Defense must build a Readiness Planning capability that combines readiness 

assessment with readiness forecasting capability. Roles and missions must also 

be redefined for a smaller force structure. Finally, a readiness based 

modernization model embedded in the Readiness Planning System will provide 

direction for modernization efforts. 

Using a readiness based model for modernization and force structure 

decisions will provide focus to modernization efforts. Readiness (operational, 
/ 

structural, and mobllizatlon) metrics ObIecbVely quantifies efficiency of military 

acquisition and force structure decisions to reduce waste and security risks. The 

Department of Defense is trying to both ignore and control the dragon of 

change. The dragon IS poised to defeat us by not modernizing for future 

readiness. The Department of Defense is also ignoring the new reality of the 

post-Cold War by maMalnlng a legacy force structure despite increasing 

budgetary pressure. The time is ripe to control our military destiny. It is time to 

ride the dragon by taking advantage of the strategic pause and investing in 

future readiness. 
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state of readiness. The top her units are spec~flcally the units most likely to deploy. The bulk of 
the force’ mamtamed at lesser readiness. Senator McCann depicted a three tier system linlang 
readiness with the llkellness of being deployed. The Department of Defense states that Tier 
Readiness IS not practicable. DOD states the gains would not justify the investment rn training 
faclllttes and equipment needed to surge during mobllizatlon. Tiered Readiness sends shivers up 
the spine of mllltary people who survive the Hollow Force era of the 70’s. A Tiered Readiness 
program l~s likely to be met with exceptionally strong resistance from the mllltary establishment 
Besides dislike for the concept, Tiered Readiness would require a level of sophlstlcatlon In 
readlnesf reporting and planning the military cannot provide No formal Joint planning system 
exists for readiness planning such as exists for contmgency and execution planning. See also The 
Quadrennial Defense Review rebuttal of Tiered Readiness (Section VI - Readiness), “Assessment 
of Tiering ” 
22 Senate Armed Forces Committee Conflrmabon Hearing for Rudy DeLeon as Undersecretary of 
Defense for Personnel and Readiness, July 17, 1997. Mr. DeLeon suggested a Tiered Readiness 
during his confirmation hearing. 
u Report of th e National Defense Panel, ‘Transforming Defense: National Security In the 21st 
Century”, Nabonallfense Panel, (December 1997), p 5. 
24 Senator John McCam, “Statement of Senator John McCann on the Quadrennial Defense 
Review,” Press Release, Tuesday, May 20, 1997, vlewable at 
http.//www.senate.gov/mccam/qdr.htm. This proposal offers the opportunity to fix what Senator 
McCann states as disconnect between near-term readiness and future modernization. 
25 John F Troxell, “Force Planning in an Era of Uncertainty: Two MRC’s as a Force Sizing 
Framework,” Strateg/cStz&es Ins&&.&e, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Garracks (1997), p 1 - 
41. In this paper, the author suggest a force planning model which combines capability and 
threat-based planning. This hybnd model IS an Interesting compromise over a pure capabIlIty or 
threat b sed system 
26 Comb1 

6 
ed with policy to estabksh cntena for use of mrlltaty force. See John Hillen, “American 

Military I, tervenuon: A User’s Guide,” 7i9e He&age Exmdatron, aackgrounder No. 1079, (May 
1996), viewable at: 
http.//www.nationalsecunty org/her~tage/lrbraty/categor~es/natsec/bglO79.html 
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27 Lt Gen’ Jay W Kelley, “AF2025,” vlewable at http://www.au.af.m11/2025. Chapter 5 The report 
entitled “Joint Readiness Assessment and Planning Integrated Decision System (JRAPIDS): 
Combat Readiness and Joint Force Management,” proposes a $&em to replace SORTS The 
proposal would Incorporate force structure, modernization, readiness, and sustalnabll&y reporting 
into a system to forcast readiness (force capability). The focus IS removing SubJective 
assessment and replacing capability assessment with ObJectIVe data using advanced modeling 
techniques. The JRAPIDS model IS depicted below: 

SJXUCIURAL 
READINESS I I I 

T 7 v 
SIRUCI’URAL 
CAPABILITY 

‘E-Jomt Task Fcure 

I CINC-Cder InChef 

This systhm IS elegant and flexible. I was very Impressed with the proposal, visiting the AF 2025 
web site is worth a trip. The readiness model described In this paper when combined with 
JRAPIDS iwould be an extremely powerful forcastrng tool and provide the NCA with a system 
capable df planning and modeling readiness and capablllty The Readiness Model presented In 
thrs paper would be a sub-system of this system AF 2025 recommends. Note the srmllantres 
between khe JRAPIDS recommendatron, 6etts’ structure and the Readiness Model In this paper. 
28 “Natiodal M~l~taty Strategy of the United States of America, Shape, Respond, Prepare Now A 
M~l~tay Strategy for a New Era,” (1997), p 2. 
29 The Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) IS designed to. conduct Joint warfighting 
capabllty assessments, consider overall balance between programs between near term programs 
and progbms to recapltallze the force, and to evaluate the SetvIce’s programs. The envisioned 
system Gould not replace the JROC but provide a tool for ObJe&ely assessing programs The 
diagram above IS taken from the dlscusslon In the AF 2025 paper. It shows how the Chairman’s 
Readiness program takes input from the Services (traditional readiness) and the CINC’s (Joint 
readiness) The JROC oversees the process for CJCS. Please see Lt Gen Jay W. Kelley, 
“AF2025, ’ vlewable at http://www.au.af mil/2025. Chapter IV, for a more In-depth dlscusslon. 
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